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Abstract—The implementation of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
for wastewater treatment plant monitoring and control is rare in the
literature. Nevertheless, there seem to be some good reasons for
considering this application, since WSNs can easily supply several point
measurements and keep track on a single variable over a wide area.
This report describes a merged simulator, which is a fusion between a
SimuLink implementation of Benchmark Simulation Model no. 1 (BSM1)
and Prowler (a probabilistic WSN simulator). This makes it possible to
simulate the relevant aspects of a WSN and the effects of implementing
it for automatic control of a wastewater treatment plant. Also, a simple
energy model is added to keep track on the WSN energy consumption.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are suitable for
distributed sensing with lots of sensors, because they are
cheap and easy to install since no wiring is required.
This is appealing for applications in wastewater
treatment plants, where the measured variables (for
example dissolved oxygen concentration or ammonium
concentration) depend heavily on the sensor location.
However, there are typically hard constraints on the
energy consumption since WSNs are battery driven.

One interesting observation about wastewater
treatment plants in general is that the system
disturbances (incoming wastewater flow, ammonium
concentration etc) are periodic, with a period of
one day. This could be utilized in some repetitive
control/iterative learning control strategy [5], where
the daily input is iteratively updated each day. After a
few days, when the input produces acceptable output
errors, the WSN could stop sending measurements
unless some threshold is violated. This strategy could
increase both the control performance, since it makes
future predictions based on the periodicity of the
disturbances, and at the same time increase the WSN
longevity by reducing the energy consumption.

This paper gives a technical description of a
wastewater treatment simulator with WSN-monitoring.

The simulator is basically a fusion between a wastewater
treatment plant model implementation in SimuLink [1]
on one hand (that is, a particular implementation of the
BSM1 model), and a MATLAB built WSN-model named
Prowler [6]. Some new functionality has also been added
including an energy consumption model for the nodes.

1.1 BSM1
The Benchmark Simulation Model no. 1 (BSM1) uses a
wastewater treatment plant model which incorporates
biological nitrogen removal in five biological reactors,
sedimentation in a clarifier, and sludge recirculation.
The microbiological activity in the five biological reactor
units are modeled by the Activated Sludge Model no. 1
(ASM1) which is described in [3]. The clarifier is divided
in 10 different layers where no biological reactions occur.
The flow from the last reactor unit enters the 6th layer of
the clarifier (counted from the bottom up), the outflow
from the plant occurs at the 10th layer, and the sludge
recirculation flow goes from the first layer.

An overview of the BSM1 SimuLink implementation
is shown in Figure 2. Reactor units 1 and 2, represented
by the blocks Bioreactor_1 and Bioreactor_2 in
the figure, are anoxic, meaning that KLa is put to 0 for
those reactors. Thus, the plant utilizes pre-denitrification.
Two continuous time PI-controllers are implemented in
the default model, represented by the blocks named
SO5_control and Qintr_control in the figure. The
SO5_control block controls KLa in the last reactor unit
(reactor unit 5) from dissolved oxygen-measurements in
the same unit. The Qintr_control block controls the
internal recycle flow based on nitrate measurements in
the second reactor unit, which is the last anoxic unit. For
more details regarding BSM1, see [1].

1.2 Prowler
Prowler is an event-based, probabilistic WSN simulator,
implemented in Matlab. It is described in detail in
[6]. Prowler simulates the communication channel and
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Fig. 1. Overview of the radio channel/MAC-layer.

the MAC-layer (Medium Access Control) on one hand,
and the application layer on the other. Different types
of events or actions that steps through the event
queue during simulation are directed either to the
communication channel/MAC-layer or the application
layer. A GUI with nice visualization capabilities is
supplemented, but it can be deactivated to increase
simulation speed.

Different applications and MAC-layer algorithms can
easily be implemented by the user, with arbitrary
amounts of motes on arbitrary topologies.

Table 1 lists the possible events that are directed to the
communication channel/MAC-layer. Figure 1 illustrates
the triggering patterns of the different events and how
they relate to the application layer. The arrows inside
the radio channel/MAC-layer block are associated with
time delays, which are written out next to the arrows.
b_t and w_t stands for backoff time and waiting time
respectively, which are both random time delays. The
transmission time is named packet_length in the
program code, which is non-random. Here, the time
is given as bit time units. 1 bit time unit is 1/40 000
seconds.

The radio propagation model takes transmitter signal
strength into account when calculating the signal
strength at some point in space. Apart from an ideal,
deterministic model of signal strength decay with
distance, Prowler also incorporates distance-dependent
randomness and time-dependent randomness (fading
effect). From this model, Prowler determines if a signal
collided, was received or heard at all according to some
reception criteria.

Prowler is comprised of several MATLAB m-file
scripts. The main file is prowler.m, which in turn
has different commands embedded in switch-case
statements, like Init, StartSimulation, StopSimulation,
etc. StartSimulation contains a main while-loop where
the simulation is conducted, by stepping through time
according to the event queue, sending events to either
the application or the radio channel.

TABLE 1
Possible events for the radio channel/MAC-layer.

Event Description

Send Packet This is activated from the
application layer. If the node is
not already sending something, a
Channel Request event is executed
at the same time instant.

Channel Request The node waits for a random
waiting time, then executes a
Channel Idle Check event.

Channel Idle Check The MAC-layer checks if
the channel is idle. If not,
the channel waits a random
backoff time before executing
another Channel Idle Check
event. If the channel is idle,
a Packet Transmission Start
event is executed, together with
Packet Receive Start events for the
nodes who can hear the message.

Packet Receive Start If the receiving node is not
already receiving anything, a
Packet Receive End event is
executed after a transmission time
depending on the packet length.
Otherwise, a collision will occur at
the upcoming Packet Receive End
event.

Packet Receive End If a collision or a
transmission error occurred, a
Collided Packet Received event
is sent to the application layer.
Otherwise, a Packet Received
event is sent.

Packet Transmit Start A Packet Transmit End is executed
after the transmission time.

Packet Transmit End Resets the radio to idle mode and
sends a Packet Sent event to the
application layer.

2 THE MERGED SIMULATOR

In this section, a rather technical description is given of
how Prowler and the SimuLink implementation of BSM1
were modified, so that they could be run in parallel.
In short, another command named StepSimulation were
added in the prowler.m file, which basically contains
the same main while-loop as in the StartSimulation
command. The main difference is that the loop only lasts
until the time changes, so it will only execute all events
in the queue at a particular time point. Afterwards, it will
return to the script calling the StepSimulation command,
which is the prowlerStepFcn.m script.

In SimuLink, prowlerStepFcn.m is executed through a
MATLAB function block. Hence, the prowlerStepFcn.m
script can be seen as the link between Prowler
and SimuLink. Figure 3 contains the source code
for prowlerStepFcn.m. The in-variable is a vector
containing the current time and the current sensor
measurements of nitrate in zone 2 and dissolved oxygen
in zone 5 respectively. The current time input is
necessary to keep track on how many StepSimulation
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Fig. 2. Overview of the BSM1 SimuLink implementation.

calls that should be executed to keep up with SimuLink.
When running the merged BSM1/Prowler simulator,

an initialization callback script is executed before the
simulation to initialize both BSM1 and Prowler. The
BSM1 initialization is practically the same as in the
pure BSM1 implementation. The essential code from
the Prowler initialization file, prowlerInitScript.m,
is included in Figure 4. The m-file sim params.m,
which handles the simulation parameters of Prowler,
is executed several times in this script. At the top
of the initialization script, a global variable called
LOADED_FROM_BSM1 is declared, which have relevance
for the StartSimulation call at the end. An if-statement
was added to the StartSimulation command in
prowler.m, stating that if LOADED_FROM_BSM1 is 1, then
return to the calling script (which is prowlerInitScript.m
in this case). This if-statement is inserted before the
main while-loop where the actual WSN-simulation
occurs. From here on, prowlerStepFcn.m will handle
the WSN-simulation using StepSimulation calls.

2.1 Energy model

Prowler does not include an energy consumption model
for the nodes. Since this is an important measure of
the network longevity, an energy consumption model
is included in the merged simulator. It is important to
note that the energy consumption calculation is entirely
an extension of Prowler; it is not communicating with
SimuLink in any way.

A commonly used radio energy model (which

function out=prowlerStepFcn(in)

current_time=in(1);
next_time=BSM_next_time(’get’);
%BSM_next_time returns the
%time of the next event in the
%event queue.

while sim_params(’get’,...
’SIMULATION_RUNNING’) && ...
next_time<=current_time

prowler(’StepSimulation’,in)

... (calculate energy consumption)

next_time=BSM_next_time(’get’);
end

sink_data=Sink_Output(’get’);
out=[sink_data.SNO2,sink_data.SO5];
%These two lines returns
%measurements at the sink.
%If no new measurements where
%gathered, the latest ones
%will be reused.

Fig. 3. Source code for prowlerStepFcn.m
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...

global LOADED_FROM_BSM1
LOADED_FROM_BSM1=1;

sim_params(’set_default’)
sim_params(’set’, ’APP_NAME’,...

’BSM’)
sim_params(’set’, ’RADIO_NAME’,...

’radio_channel_BSM’)

sim_params(’set’, ...
’RADIO_SS_VAR_CONST’, 0)
%no topology variance

sim_params(’set’,
’RADIO_SS_VAR_RAND’, 0)
%no time variance

parentID=[2,3,4,5,0];
sim_params(’set_app’,’parents’,...

parentID)
%parentID determines the parents
%of each node, which is used for
%directed routing.

sim_params(’set_app’,’cycle_time’,...
40000*60*15)

sim_params(’set_app’,’idle_time’,...
4000)

sim_params(’set_app’,’offset_time’,...
40000*60*0.5)

%num_weeks is the number of weeks
%the simulation will run.
%num_weeks = 2 by default in BSM1.
sim_params(’set’,’STOP_SIM_TIME’,...

num_weeks*7*3.456*10ˆ9)
%1 day = 3.456*10ˆ9 bit time units.

prowler(’Init’);
prowler(’StartSimulation’);

Fig. 4. Source code for prowlerInitScript.m

originates from [2]) for WSNs is the following:

ET (d) = Eelec + eamp · d2 (1)
ER = Eelec (2)

where ER is the energy consumption when the radio
is receiving, and ET (d) is the energy consumption
while transmitting. The parameter Eelec denotes the
energy consumption of the electrical circuit in the radio.
The transmission distance, denoted d, is the maximum
distance where a message from the source can be
heard. Lastly, eamp is the additional transceiver energy

TABLE 2
Energy consumption model.

State Energy consumption [mW]

Transmit 16.5 + 21 + 45 + 10 = 92.5

Idle/receive 16.5 + 15 + 45 + 10 = 86.5

Sleep 0.03 + 0.03 = 0.06

consumption per transmission distance squared. In [2],
Eelec equals 50 nJ bit−1 and eamp is 100 pJ bit−1 m−2.

Since the target nodes of Prowler are the MICA nodes,
developed at the University of Berkeley, the parameters
in the energy model are chosen slightly different.
The MICA nodes are described in [4], where some
energy consumption parameters are given. At maximum
transmission power, the radio consumes 21 mW. The
unobstructed communication range is approximately 200
feet (61 meters). The radio consumes 15 mW while
listening, regardless of whether actual communication
is occurring. The light emitting diodes (LEDs) consume
10 mW, the CPU consumes 16.5 mW, and the external
flash memory consumes 45 mW while active. When idle,
the CPU and external flash consumes 30 µW each. Also,
there is a silicon ID unit which consumes 0.015 mW
while active, but that is neglected. The node energy
consumption for three different states, namely transmit,
idle/receive and sleep, is utilized in the simulator
based on this information according to Table 2. It is
possible to decrease transmit energy consumption by
sending weaker messages with shorter range, but in
this implementation all nodes are communicating with
maximum signal strength.

It is possible to relate the model of Table 2 to the
radio energy model (1) and (2), by using the fact that the
MICA nodes have a transmission rate of 50 kbit s−1 and
a communication range of 61 meters. Eelec then becomes
300 nJ bit−1 and eamp equals 32.24 pJ bit−1 m−2.

2.2 Application layer
In Prowler, the applications exist as separate m-files,
defining topology, application parameters and the
routing algorithm of the nodes. This way, different
applications and routing algorithms can easily be added
and tested.

There are some demo applications included in
the Prowler package. For wastewater monitoring
applications, at least two features which are not present
in the demo applications are essential; the ability for
nodes to go to sleep and wake up after some time
interval, and directed routing. Due to this, another
application with these two features was built.

Figure 5 illustrates the WSN topology used in the
simulation. There are five nodes including one sink at
the far right, represented by a black dot. The other nodes
are placed in each of the zones 2 to 5, with ascending
order from the left. The distance between neighboring
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nodes is 40 meters. When the nodes wake up, which
they all do at the same time, the node at zone 2, which
is the last anoxic zone, sends a nitrate concentration
measurement. The node at zone 5 sends a dissolved
oxygen concentration measurement, which goes directly
to the sink in a single step. The nitrate measurement is
routed through the one-dimensional network according
to the arrows. This is done by assigning a property called
”parentID” to each of the nodes, containing the ID of
the relevant receiver node. Note that the word ”parent”
refers to the receiving nodes in this case, not the other
way around. When the activity in the proximity of a
node disappears, nodes successively go to sleep. The
measuring nodes are represented by grey dots in the
figure.

Figure 6 illustrates the overall architecture of the
new application. The blue commands (Send_Packet,
Sleep, and Wake_up) in the figure are actions that
integrate with the MAC-layer. The red commands
(Sensor_Output and Sink_Output) integrate with
the BSM1 implementation. Sensor_Output returns a
measurement from the benchmark, and Sink_Output
forwards the measurement to the controller.

The Packet_Received box in the figure shows
the directed routing function of the application. If the
parentID property of the received data packet is not
equal to the receiver’s ID (or if the received packet
is already present in the memory), then the packet is
discarded. The Wake_up case in the Clock_Tick box
states that only the nodes with ID 1 or 4 perform
measurements. To be specific, node 1 performs nitrate
measurements and node 4 performs dissolved oxygen
measurements.

The Input_Clock function call sets a Clock_Tick
event in the event queue, and deactivates all previously
planned Clock_Tick events which has not yet been
triggered. This is done with a node memory handle
called clock_queue, which appears at the top two lines
of the Input_Clock block. Input_Clock puts either
a ”sleep” or ”wake-up” command at the end of the
clock_queue array and puts the other entries of the
array to zero, meaning that nothing happens when the
Clock_Tick event is triggered.

The Input_Clock function calls in Figure 6 does not
show at what time instances the Clock_Tick events
are set. For the Input_Clock function, there are three
design parameters; cycle time, offset time and idle time.
Cycle time is simply the time between wake-up events.
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Fig. 5. Sensor network topology.

In this proposed framework all nodes wake up at the
same time, meaning that perfect time synchronization is
assumed. Since the measurements take place at the wake
up instants, cycle time can also be interpreted as a WSN
sampling time in this case.

Idle time means how long a passive idle node, who
has nothing left to do, should wait before going to
sleep. A tradeoff becomes apparent here. If the idle time
is chosen too small, the nodes may go to sleep too
early and miss incoming messages. If it is too large, the
WSN will consume unnecessary amounts of energy. In
the simulation, it is put to 0.1 seconds. All instances
where the ”sleep” action is triggered, the time of the
Clock_Tick event is set to current time plus idle time.

Lastly, the offset time is simply an offset for the cycle
time. The time of the ”wake-up” instances is set to the
nearest element of the time-point set {k · cycle time −
offset time : k = 1, 2, ...}. The offset time is set to 1
second.

3 SIMULATION EXAMPLE

To illustrate the features of the merged model, a
simulation scenario is conducted where the sampling
time of the wireless sensor network, also known
as the cycle time, is gradually decreased. Control
performance and WSN energy consumption is estimated
for different sampling times. There are two discrete time
PI controllers; one is controlling the dissolved oxygen
(DO) concentration in zone 5 (the last aerated bioreactor
unit) with a KLa handle, and the other is controlling
the nitrate concentration in zone 2 (the last anoxic
bioreactor unit) with the internal recirculation flow. The
controllers are Euler approximations of the continuous
time PI controllers included in the BSM1 SimuLink
implementation, using the same sampling time as the
WSN cycle time.

Several simulation runs was conducted to estimate
control performance and WSN energy consumption. No
measurement noise was used in the simulations. The
total simulation time was 14 days. The reference values
of the two control variables, the nitrate-nitrogen level in
the last anoxic zone and the dissolved oxygen level in
the last aerated zone, was 1 mg N l−1 and 2 mg (-COD)
l−1 respectively. The mean squared error (MSE) of these
values from day 7 to day 14 serves as a measure of
control performance.

WSN energy consumption is interesting from a
longevity perspective, where low energy consumption
implies higher longevity. In this simple network, every
node is important for the functionality, meaning that a
good measure of longevity is the maximum node energy
consumption, taken over all nodes. It turns out that the
node in zone 5 consumes the most energy in all cases.

3.1 Choice of communication power model
The radio communication power model used in Prowler,
which determines the radio power at the receiving nodes
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    Input_Clock(Sleep)

    Input_Clock(Sleep)

Input_Clock(Sleep)

cmd=memory.clock_queue(1);
memory.clock_queue(1)=[];
switch cmd
case Sleep

    end
case Wake_up
    If radio.state = ’sleep’

        end
        if !isempty(memory.data)

        else

        end

end

    if radio.state = ’idle’

        if ID=1 or ID=4
        memory.data=[];

Clock_Tick

        Input_Clock(Wake_up)

            Input_Clock(Sleep)

            memory.data(1)=Sensor_Output;

        Send_Packet

    Sink_Output

    Send_Packet

        Sleep

        Wake_up

            Send_Packet

    end

Input_Clock(Wake_up)

Init_Application

else

end

if isempty(memory.data)
memory.data(1)=[];
Packet_Sent

Packet_Received
if sink

else
    if data.parentID=ID & ...

        memory.data=data;

    end
end

    memory.data(any)!=data

Collided_Packet_Received

Set node parameters

Fig. 6. Pseudo-code of the WSN application layer.

as a function of the transmission power, looks like this:

P rec = P rec id(1 + α(x))(1 + β(t)) (3)
P rec id = P trans · f(x) (4)

f(x) =
1

1 + x2
(5)

where P rec id is the ideal receiver signal power, x is
the distance between receiver and transmitter, P trans is
the transmission power and P rec is the received signal
power.

In equation 3, there are two stochastic variables, α(x)
which depends on topology, and β(t) which depends on
time. Both α(x) and β(t) are normally distributed with
zero mean. The default value of var α(x) is 0.45, and var
β(t) is 0.02. However, in this case var α(x) and var β(t)
is zero.

The limiting condition for a receiver to successfully
receive a message is that P rec is greater than or equal to
0.1. Using equations 3-4, and assuming a communication
range of 61 meters, P trans is set to 372. This means
that the nodes will only hear their closest neighbor,
and they will always do so since there is no stochastic
disturbances in the radio communication power model.

Since the two measurements start at a safe distance

from each other, a collision is extremely unlikely.
However, there is a 5% chance of transmission errors
resulting in a corrupt packet (same as a collided packet,
technically speaking). This means that, at a particular
measuring instance, the dissolved oxygen measurement
has a 5% risk of failure. Since the nitrate measurement
walk through four hops (see Figure 5) before reaching
the sink, with a 5% failure risk at each hop, the total
failure risk becomes 18.55% for each measurement.

3.2 Results and discussion

Figure 7 shows the MSE of the dissolved oxygen in zone
5 from day 7 to day 14, together with the mean energy
consumption of the node in zone 5, which is the node
that consumes the most energy. The MSE curve starts off
at zero cycle time, which represents a simulation without
a WSN. Instead, it has continuous time sensors and
continuous PI controllers, which is the default setting in
the benchmark. All the other points in the figure is in fact
a mean of several runs. This is because there are some
stochastic elements in Prowler, namely, the generation
of backoff- and waiting times in the MAC-layer, and
the 5% transmission error risk in the radio channel. For
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cycle times higher than 10, the closed system becomes
unstable.

Figure 8 shows the dissolved oxygen level in zone 5
during a portion of day 9, for one specific simulation
run with a cycle time of 10 minutes. The stair curve
represents observed DO measurements at the sink, and
the continuous curve shows real (simulated) DO levels.
The ”steps” in the stair curve are approximately 10
minutes long, or a multiple of 10 minutes if there was a
transmission error. Since the system disturbances from
the influent wastewater are periodic, each day looks
approximately the same (except for weekends which
differ a bit). The observed nitrate levels, which are
not included here, have a significant time lag between
the real and the observed curves. This is due to the
long communication range between sensor and sink; the
nitrate measurements have to jump through four hops,
compared to the dissolved oxygen measurements which
only have to go a single hop.

One should note that the same PI controller
parameters are used in all cases, regardless of the
cycle time. The only difference is that the controllers
are discretized with a time step that equals the cycle
time. It is therefore probably possible to improve the
performance by tuning the controller parameters for
each cycle time choice. However, the main point with
Figure 7 is to illustrate the fundamental trade-off
associated with this kind of WSN application, which
is control performance versus longevity. From here on,
lots of different ways to minimize control performance
and maximize WSN longevity becomes testable; choices
of different routing algorithms, applications, node
topologies, and control strategies.
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